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Recently, a new exhibit on nondestructive testing (NDT) has
been unveiled in the Mare Island Museum, in Vallejo, located
in the northern part of the East Bay region of the Bay Area in
Central California. Though officially open, the Mare Island
NDT exhibit is a work in progress as new items are
continually added. This exhibit represents the culmination of
many years of effort between Mare Island Museum officials
and individuals like longtime ASNT member George Henke
and members of ASNT’s Golden Gate Section.

Background
Part of the Mare Island Historic Park Foundation, the
museum features a wide array of memorabilia from when the
Island was active. Equipment failure being a normal part of
most any industrial or shipyard setting, Mare Island saw its
share of maintenance and testing issues throughout its time 
as an active base, so it seems only natural to now house an
exhibit dedicated to the testing that helped keep so many
men and woman safe over the years, especially during World
War II. With the integration of NDT as part of the regular
maintenance program, the hope has been that tragic events,
like the sinking of the U.S.S. Squalus in 1939, can be avoided
in the future (Rohrs, 2014).

Historically, Mare Island became the first U.S. Naval base
on the Pacific Ocean when it was opened in 1854, although it
had been an active port for sailors for a century prior to that.
The first U.S. warship and dry dock constructed on the West
Coast were also built there (NPS, 2014). Over the years,
Mare Island witnessed the testing of hundreds of ships and
submarines until it was closed in 1996. 

While still active, the NDT unit was housed in Building 676.
Some of the testing methods employed at Mare Island
included radiologic testing (RT), ultrasonic testing (UT),

electromagnetic testing (ET), magnetic particle testing (MT) 
and liquid penetrant testing (PT). These methods were
employed in a number of applications, from routine
submarine and ship inspection to ordnance and weaponry
testing (Figure 1). Many innovations realized at the base were
later incorporated into commercial NDT equipment, and
techniques were developed as necessary to cover problems that
arose when no solution was apparent. The 1950s to 1980s in
particular saw many technological advances. 
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Figure 1. Vehicles like this riverboat were routinely tested on
Mare Island as part of its regular maintenance program.
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The Golden Gate Section
Based out of San Francisco, the Golden Gate Section has been
involved in the Mare Island NDT exhibit since the beginning.
Members helped clean and prepare the donated equipment, as well
as created the informational signs for each item (Figure 2). In
addition, for the past two years the Section has been holding its
annual Christmas event on the Island, the proceeds of which go 
to preservation of the Mare Island Museum. 

Section member George Henke was instrumental in spearheading
the project (Figure 3). Henke’s longstanding career in NDT,
enthusiasm for the Section and a penchant for collecting helped

spark the idea and encourage interest in other likeminded collectors.
Golden Gate Section Chair Dan Kerr added, “If it was up to
anyone else, it wouldn’t have happened. That’s the bottom line.”
The project was first started 15 years ago, when Henke realized that
he and some 20 other Section members had amassed a stockpile of
NDT items and wanted a place to publicly display it all. So, he
contacted the president of the Mare Island Museum and, through
some negotiations, agreed on the creation of an exhibit that would
house mostly items purchased or used on the base, along with some
additional, rare items of interest. Between 1999 and 2008, there was
a lull in progress, but as Henke attested, “it was about four years ago
that things started to get in place.” Now open to the public, the
museum is a testament to Henke’s longstanding vision and a
reminder of the thousands of hours of work he put in. Kerr said,
“Henke can talk on the subject of NDT for hours and can describe
the dimensions and setup of the museum exhibit in minute detail”
(Figure 4).

The Exhibit
The exhibit comprises many different types of equipment and
items, such as MT systems, X-ray units, gamma ray cameras and
radiographs, all of which tell the story of how these technologies
were created and changed over time. Some of these advances
include miniaturization, the shrinking of equipment that was once
too large to be truly portable, but is now oftentimes small enough
to fit into a technician’s hand. Kerr added, “Vastly improved
electronics make things possible now that couldn’t be done 50 years
ago. For example, portable phased array UT and electromagnetic

Figure 2. Example of nondestructive testing equipment and
informational placard.

Figure 3. George Henke is shown with books on nondestructive
testing from his own personal library.

Figure 4. George Henke describes one of the pieces of
nondestructive testing equipment on display.
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acoustic transducer UT units, and enhanced smart pigging for
pipeline inspections.” Visitors won’t find these types of items at the
Mare Island exhibit because of how new they are, but with the
speed at which technology is progressing, they too may become part
of the future donations to the exhibit.

Much of the current exhibit focuses on the advancements that
came about during the 1950s to 1960s, in which industry really
started to take quality assurance and control measures more
seriously. The majority of the collection originates from when 
the base was most active, with production slowing down in the
mid- to late-1980s, and thus showcases what equipment was
available at the time. 

Items for the permanent exhibit were collected from an eclectic
variety of sources, with donations from companies, local schools
such as Contra Costa Community College and personal collectors
like Henke. Many of the collectibles passed through the hands of
several owners and were acquired from Bay Area companies that
had closed or relocated. Others sat around for many years collecting
dust under a desk or on a shelf.

Ultrasonic Testing  
One area that the exhibit highlights is UT. Many examples of the
original equipment once used are now on display (Figure 5). Kerr
described one example: “There was a technique called resonance
testing, which set up a continuous (versus pulsed) reverberation
wave in a part. When you tuned it to get a resonance, you could 
see on a scale the thickness matched that resonance. The equipment
dimensions were about 3 × 3 × 3 ft. That was one way UT
thickness was measured until the ‘60s. Nowadays you can do that

same measurement much faster with something about the size 
of a cell phone.”

Looking Ahead
In addition to providing a way for technicians to reminisce
nostalgically on NDT through the years, the Mare Island NDT
exhibit also serves the purpose of educating future generations. The
exhibit is likely to prove an interesting addition for school groups
touring the island. Kerr hopes that students who are interested in
the history of the Navy will also stop in and see the NDT exhibit. 

Despite the opening of the exhibit, the Bay Area has seen a
decrease in NDT education in recent years. Contra Costa College,
which donated a large number of the items in the collection, once
offered an NDT associate’s degree program under the direction of
Fred Lockwood. Today, the program has been abandoned, and
according to Kerr, there is currently no dedicated NDT degree
program anywhere in Northern California, due in part to state
budgeting. However, Kerr does see hope for the future, as funding
increases and interest is renewed. For his part, Kerr volunteers his
time teaching math and science to elementary school students,
offering hands-on NDT demonstrations. He explained, “Kids that
age are open books, and we should start working with them earlier
to increase their self-confidence about science and life in general.”
He and others in the Golden Gate Section also provide facility
daytrips as a way to get high school and college students exposed to
NDT. For college students and older adults, classes like the Level I
and Level II UT courses offered by Mark Reese at American River
College in Sacramento continue to gain in popularity. 

The Mare Island NDT exhibit is for certain a labor of love, with
every single item in the collection having been donated and
maintained by a volunteer effort. Although it showcases NDT
equipment used around the country and even around the world, so
far the majority of items on display have come from the San
Francisco Bay Area. It demonstrates how NDT has evolved, in the
Navy and industry in general. h
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Figure 5. Reflectoscope used in ultrasonic testing.


